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BLACK FRIDAY AND CYBER MONDAY
IN SOUTH AFRICA

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BUSINESS
SUCCESS OVER THE RETAIL WEEKEND
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Black Friday and Cyber Monday (BFCM) are a bit of a marketing
phenomenon, which has always attracted our attention. Even as
children, in South Africa, we’ve always known the term and the
mass attraction it brings.
Unlike other marketing campaigns from around the world, it is
Black Friday that captured a global marketing weekend, and with
the proliferation of the internet and online retailers, the
phenomenon has snowballed.
As the marketing trend spanned over the decades, Cyber Monday
was introduced in 2005 to assist in driving sales to online retailers.
As a contrary to these Holidays and the big retailers, Small
Business Saturday was introduced in 2010, with a focus on
entrepreneurial and small businesses awareness.

THE MODERN-DAY BLACK FRIDAY IS A WEEKEND
DEDICATED TO BRANDS. NO MATTER YOUR
OBJECTIVES, AMPLIFY THEM AND PUT YOUR
BEST FOOT FORWARD!

A holiday weekend was born, and although its roots are deeply
steeped in American history and big retail overindulgence, the
years and international influence have created a weekend that
simply allows brands and businesses to put their best foot
forward.

This occasion should be met with enthusiasm and planning, as
it is the biggest opportunity to amplify your business objectives.
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The Black Friday history is quite interesting, having started
sometime in the late 1950’s or early 60’s. Popularised in
Philadelphia (some say by the Police,) the retail holiday is now
a global trend, practiced by over 20 ‘official’ countries, and
more jumping on every year.
In the Unites States, this weekend is ferocious. There’s been
reported incidents of deaths, stampedes, and Pepper Spray
attacks. But you still can’t deny the fact that the retail weekend
rakes in the cash. In 2016, Black Friday sales in the US were
up nearly 22% at $3.34bn.
The holiday is evolving though, with big retailers such as
Walmart and Target breaking tradition by opening on the
evening of Black Friday. This weekend is also the biggest
contributor to ecommerce and online stores, with their total
revenue bringing in $3,45bn in the US for 2016.
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However, South Africa is relatively new to the Black Friday
brand, and we’re still free to determine how we contextualise it.
Many South African’s don’t believe that our deals are good
enough to fit the part that Black Friday demands, but we are
still in our infancy- both with regards to Black Friday deals, and
Ecommerce / Mobile retailing.
The fact remains that Black Friday specials are becoming the
standard in South Africa. Shopping data collected from
Facebook in 2015 shows that Black Friday is becoming a
South African trend, with it starting earlier and running longer.
In 2015, Absa reported that card spend increased by 81% on
Black Friday compared to the average day throughout the year,
and by 40% on Cyber Monday. And we’ve seen it ourselvesmost retail or mall websites receive an average of 150%
increase in website visits to their promotion pages.

We expect to see the same big contenders in 2017, with the
likes of Takealot, Superbalist, Checkers, Dion Wired, Makro
and Game dominating the Online space and the specials.
However, we believe that any business that has a solid
community around it can absolutely benefit from the big retail
weekend.
And because we’re able to still interpret and implement our
own version of Black Friday, we expect that whilst the Big SA
retailers may follow the same formula’s as the USA, it is the
smaller, niche companies that can attract users searching for
specific and targeted products.
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We’ve put together some of our favourite Black Friday campaigns, that
touch on a variety of business goals. As we’ve mentioned, this retail
weekend shouldn’t be just about the sales- incorporate a couple
business or digital objectives into your planning, as this weekend does
serve to amplify and compound your results.

Staggering your offering is one effective way to cut through the clutter,
allowing your users to focus on just one product at a time. If your CTA (Call
to Action) is strong enough, a user will visit your deals and specials to see
everything that is currently discounted.
We love these because:
1.
2.
3.

It invites continued engagement, throughout the day
It showcases off a multitude of products, thereby attracting a larger,
relevant audience
Delivers a sense of urgency to purchase within the hour
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Competitions are a great way to build your contacts database. Getting
consumers to provide their personal details should always be a goal with
digital marketing, and BFCM is one of the best days to do it.
Not only do competitions build your emailer database, but they also
increase traffic and engagements across your social media and website
platforms. In our experience, we’ve seen that a simple entry form will
bring in the most entries from consumers- in some cases, big isn’t
always better!
We love these because:
1. You don’t just need to focus on the sales- a competition allows you
to capture more than eyeballs
2. Increased engagements and traffic, as users traverse through
more of your site and your offerings
3. Builds up your database and conversion traffic, giving you more
interested and relevant users to target with your next marketing
campaign.
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As a cornerstone to ecommerce and
online stores, coupons and vouchers
are one of the easiest ways to attract
users to your store. BFCM provides
a chance to put your offer on
steroids- think of coupons per
product line, vouchers for orders
over a certain amount, or even
merging your coupons with a
competition.
We love these because:
1. Coupons and vouchers are
diverse- simply take your
objective and place your
voucher there for impact and
incentive
2. You can customise your
vouchers to your segmented
target audiences. For example,
20% off voucher for your petloving audiences, vs a 35%
discount for your electronics
audiences
3. Vouchers and Coupons provide
urgency in that you must spend
them now to get the offer. This
often creates bigger spend,
and a larger basket size

DIGITAL STATISTICS IN SOUTH AFRICA
2017
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Most stores or retail brands focus on pushing a lot of products. This
sometimes leads to an overwhelming amount of decision -making, which
can be off-putting to consumers. Another idea is to only focus on one, or
a few, select items.
Whether it be a latest collection, or a last season item that needs
moving, focusing on one specific product or range can result in meeting
your objectives. However, if following this route, you must ensure that
your Online Media and customer targeting are exact, and targeted to a
very specific audience.

We love these because:
1. Marketing BFCM like this gives
extreme focus in a period of
craze.
2. Choosing one specific item and
consumer audience allows for
greater penetration and a more
guaranteed reach within your
target market
3. With simplified metrics and
platforms, you have much
greater insight into the nuances
of the campaign’s success
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One of the most interesting campaigns types of BFCM must be the antiblack Friday. Mostly used to raise awareness, these campaigns don’t
monopolise on the sales aspect, but rather the brand focus that the retail
weekend brings.
These types of campaigns can be especially useful to Non-profit
organisations or charities, or even brands that hold social conscience at
their core.
We love these because:
1. You’ll stand out. Much like the saying, “Stand for nothing or fall for
everything,” these campaigns provide clear cut messaging in a
period of over-consumption.
2. Often, these campaigns are for the good of society, and can create
impact across the social landscape
3. It’ll help establish what your brand stands for, and attract audiences
and users that are aligned with your purpose
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If you’re unable to provide massive discounts or sales, a gift is still an
incredible incentive over BFCM. These types of campaigns often hold a
stronger marketing execution, as you can focus on one clear incentive.
Gifts don’t have to be tangible either- free shipping from your ecommerce
stores, or providing discounted parking at your shopping mall can often
be the tipping point when users are comparing offers.
We love these because:
1. The Free Gift messaging is clear and concise, not detracting from
the brand, but incentivising the visit
2. Users feel rewarded and get a sense that they’ve received
something for something.
3. It’s a lot cheaper for brands and businesses to give away a small
item or free shipping, as opposed to massive discounts across all
products.

WATCH THE VIDEO
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As BFCM campaigns differ and vary greatly in both objectives and
execution, it would be impossible to type down all the methods of
approach. However, there are platforms that are the backbone of any
marketing campaign, and these can be used for BFCM success.

Facebook:
Utilise Facebook and Social Content to spread the news around your
campaign. It’s essential to have strong copy and creative, and a
prominent Call to Action.

Facebook Online Media:
Using the Facebook advertising platform, select certain pieces of content
or Call to Actions to target your desired audiences. We recommend using
custom audiences based on your website viewers and remarketing your
BFCM campaign to them. You can further expand this audience by
making use of a Lookalike Audience.

Website:
Your website will most likely be your central focus point of your
campaign. Make sure that your website promotes and encompasses
your campaign, again using strong creative and copywriting. Highlight
your Call-to-Action on your front page, and make use of website pop-ups
to really pull focus to your offer.

Competitions:
As mentioned above, Competition Entry platforms are super effective at
providing a sense of more with your BFCM campaign. Not only do they
highlight your campaign, but they are the best method of attracting new
members to your email and SMS databases. And there’s no need to go
crazy in your competition brainstorming- often, a simple entry form will
gather the most engagements and opt-ins, due to their simplicity and
ease.
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Emailers:
Emailers are one of the most effective means of communicating offers,
and specials, and BFCM is the perfect time to use your emailer database
to its full potential. Segment your offers and your audiences, implement
A/B Split Testing, and use animation or strong creative to stand out.
Remember, there is a lot of noise over this retail weekend, so ensure
that your subject lines and your CTA really stands out.

SMS
Like Emailers, SMS Marketing will get your campaign to stand out to
your audience. Ensure that your messaging is prominent, and that there
is a platform that a user can visit for more information, as 160 characters
will not effectively communicate your total offering.

BFCM EMAILERS 2016
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DO’S
1. BUILD ANTICIPATION
EARLY
Often SA reserves releasing
BFCM campaigns on the day, as
a method to attract anticipation
and mystery. However, with so
much clutter occurring, this often
just means that your potential
clients just don’t know what’s on
offer. Limiting your release to on
the day also means that your
audience doesn’t have enough
time to really compare or plan
their purchases. Most users will
begin researching and preparing
from early November, so make
sure your campaign is there to
attract them.

2. PLAN YOUR SALES
Take a strategic approach to BFCM,
and ensure that you understand
which of your products or product
ranges will be the highlight. By
starting with your hero products first,
you can then segment the types of
users that would love to purchase,
and attract them using customised
copy or offers to really pull in the
revenue.

3. PLAN FOR OPTIMISATION
It’s not enough to just get a
consumer on your BFCM
campaign, but you also need to
ensure that you have plans to
move your customer further
down the sales pipe line. Utilising
contingency strategies such as
Abandoned Cart emails, bigger
sales later in the day/ weekend,
or even playing on scarcity are
great ways to up your conversion
ratio.
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DO’S
4. MEASURE EVERYTHING
BFCM is an opportunity to gain valuable insights into your customers.
From UTM tags on your website buttons, to specific goal conversion on
your Google Analytics, everything should be measured. Make sure that
you have established what you’re measuring and why you’ve chosen
these metrics before you go live with your campaign, and ensure that
you have some sort of measurement across each digital platform you are
going to be using.
5. HAVE A CONTINGENCY PLAN
As much as we love digital, it can and will go wrong at some point.
Whether it be a coupon that doesn’t work, or an unhappy client that
didn’t get the offer, make sure you have plans in place to deal with the
problem. Before BFCM, test your website to make sure it can handle a
lot new traffic, chat to your shipping partner to ensure that they can
handle more orders, and test every link you have- a few times. Also
ensure that your website is fully responsive, as mobile counts for 75% of
all web traffic in South Africa.
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DONT’S
1. LEAVE IT TO THE LAST MINUTE
If you’re looking to push a successful BFCM campaign, start now. Plan
and focus on your marketing plan, and ensure that you touch on all the
platforms that you are using. Start speaking to partners or influencers
early, to secure your spot and beat the competition
2. DO YOUR CREATIVE YOURSELF
Creative copy and imagery are the fundamentals to your campaign’s
success. Don’t try and push out a badly designed social post on the day
and expect mass orders to come flooding in. Remember, you’re
competing against a lot of other companies, and your visual identity is
what is going to grab attention
3. ONLY FOCUS ON SALES
BFCM provides a unique opportunity to implement 2-3 objectives. Sales
may be your primary, but growing your social presences, driving email
and SMS opt-in’s, or getting users to sign up to your loyalty programme
are great secondary objectives. Capitalise on a captive audience, and
drive more during this time.
4. SPRAY AND PRAY ADVERTISING
In a time of clutter and an overwhelming amount of offers, simply doing a
generic ad for all of Facebook is not going to provide much success.
Make sure you segment the customers that you have, and send them
unique and customised messaging that is relevant to them. By targeting
your users properly, you can guarantee a higher response rate.
5. LIST AN OFFER YOU CAN’T FULFILL
Make sure that your company really can fulfil the offers or shipping that
you are promising. Nothing leaves a bad taste quite like disappointment,
so ensure that you’ve calculated your percentages and discounts
thoroughly. If you have any Terms and Conditions on your sales, place
these on digital platforms for your consumers to view. Don’t hide from
your conditions; rather be transparent and honest in your dealings- your
customers will appreciate it!
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Once again, a big thanks to the many publications and brands that have
shared insights and statistics on BFCM. We recommend browsing the
below sources for more valuable information and context.
BusinessTech: Black Friday is a trend in SA
Shopify: 8 Awesome Black Friday campaigns
Shopify: 26 point BFCM checklist
Essentials: Black Friday Deals

ABOUT QWERTY DIGITAL

DIGITAL WITH INTENT
PERFORMANCE THROUGH PURPOSE

Qwerty is a collective of specialists who craft meaningful
work from purpose.
We’re devoted to an unwavering responsibility to quality
work that performs. To continued applied thinking, with
the collective resources of expertise and experience.
Stubborn about showing, and proving, results through
measurement and ROI. Dedicated to authenticity and
transparency, as the foundation to every client
relationship. Visit our website www.qwertydigital.co.za
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